I to the process. accent as well as in the music and lyrics.

at this stage of the procedure, by an learned of that language when they I be taken here to remove all of the barium Then, too, many of the songs require of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Refresh-

sugar by crystallization, secures not more new business and special dances. those from the other schools and more es-

ion of Mr. Rolfe an investigation on the about two hours and go over the lines, of Technology, Harvard and Tufts. 

H. S. Smith and R. T. Haslam'11, are pursuing under the direc. the cast, chorus or both get together for City Cltb for the engineering students 

The method now in general use for instructed by Coach Eugene Sanger. are giving this entertainment in order 

3.00-Orchestra Rehearsal—Union. 

The following, the be fair and impartial. 

-15-1913 Cross Country 

On Friday afternoon, April 7, the Senior Section (sight-see) opain which the Senior Dam Bailders (Hy eratlic j. L. Barry, 

Dr. Jaggar entered on a discussion on 

So that all tickets that have been applied 

Station. A football was 

MONOFORM DESCRIBED AS BIGGEST, BEST AND BUSIEST FOR YEARS. 

The Board also decided that 1913 should do a mount Field Day that would cause the spectacles to take notice. They were hoping to encourage more often members unless more dues are paid 

March 8. Another mass of rocks, Dr. Jaggar called the party 

the party were lost, but they were 

BAROLOGY TRIP TO NANTUCKET 

Many 

TIES' BANQUET 

For the subject of their thesis work, Mr. H. S. Smith, and R. T. Haslam'11, are pursuing under the direc. three to four dollars. The cost, chorus or both get together for 

by the music and lyrics. The last, too, of the songs requires a speaking knowledge of French, as the ments will be served. Prof. Allen wishes 

at least ninety seven per cent of sugar takes some part in nearly every song, those who 

barium on this coming Sunday. It will be a dress 

the Senior Dam Bailders (Hy eratlic j. L. Barry, 

Barium hydroxide is added to raw 

barium carbonate the 

in the music and lyrics. The last, too, of the songs requires a speaking knowledge of French, as the ments will be served. Prof. Allen wishes 

barium on this coming Sunday. It will be a dress 

barium on this coming Sunday. It will be a dress 

The barium, on account of its expense, is a sad, but very true, tact that many of 

barium is recovered from the barium carbonate the 

several layers or masses of rocks, Dr. Jaggar called the party 

their extreme length, 

wish captain hers SeCtion S.Merrill For Secretary, J. A. Cook; H. M. Foley; moulded by the waves and offering future 

the party were lost, but they were 

the work. 

TIES' BANQUET 

The following, the be fair and impartial. 

-15-1913 Cross Country 

On Friday afternoon, April 7, the Senior Section (sight-see) opain which the Senior Dam Bailders (Hy eratlic j. L. Barry, 

Dr. Jaggar entered on a discussion on